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                             Abstract

   Domeless Solar Tower Telescope was designed, assembled and built at the Hida Ob-
servatory successfuIly. This system includes Gregory-telescope, vertical spectrograph,
horizontal spectrograph and auxiliary instmments such as cooling panels around the tower.
The achieved best resolusion ofthe solar image is O.3".
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1. Introduction

    Ilt the fall of l968, the Tsugami 60-cm refiector of the Kwasaft Observatory
was removed to the Hida Observatory, which ls a new station decided after two
years' site survey to escape from increasing city lights and contamination. As a

next project of the observatories' extending program, a new solar te}escope to get

the details as fine as possible was considered. With the secured experience on solar

observation with the solar telescope at the Kwasan Observatory (Nakai and Kubota

l963), our recognition that the instrument for modem solar observation should
produce h!gh resolution image of O.5" first and should be coraplemented by a high
dispersion spectrograph of O.1 Afmm was fixed.

    During the time, from l962 to !974, some solar telescopes were built at Sydney

(Loughhead et al. I968), Sacramento Peak (Dunn l969), Kitt Peak (Pierce l969),
Big Bear (Zirin 1969) and so on, and these have produced epoch-making high re-
solution photpgraphs of the sun, which were resuleed by newly-devised design come
from the comprehensive studies ofseeing conditiolt mainiy.

    In our design policy, to minimize the image defects due to local seeing caused

by solar radiation and by wind, the dome, which is an orig!n of turbulences, should

be eliminated. We should put the telescope up to about 20 m high on the tower
in order to put the entrance-window into lamiRar air flow where effects of iocal

convection from the heated grouRd would be reduced. The ccncrete tower in
sunshine ls another source of convection, a}so. Then its surface should be covered

with stainiess panels, whose surface-temperatures should be controlled withln nearly

as same temperature as that of the surrounding air. There is another problem

 *)

** )
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of the tower-stability. Vibrations and twist-motions of the concrete tower, on
whlch 24 tons telescope should be supported, is analyzed and the results show that

50 cm thickness of the reinforced coRcrete wall would be stifF enough to be stable

within an accuracy of O.2" iR both a}titude and azimuth eirections against the wind

of le m per sec.

    For the purpose of spatially wide spectroscopy, two types of dispersion, should

be necessary: hlgh dispersion spectrograph and medium dispersion spectregraph
of wide spectral range.

    For the former, !4m vacuum vertical spectrograph is planned. In addition
to the usual 50 mm height slit, l50 mm height curved slit should be equipped for

spectrohellographic observation. Because of the required wide fie}d, total systera

of vertical vacuum spectrograph should be rotatable to compensate lmage rotation

without use ofa derotator.

    For the latter, Czerny-Turner system of 50 mm height slit is adopted instead

of an Echeile system. Because, our requirement is to obtain so]ar spectrum not
only in the wide spatial field but in wide spectral range. To cever wide spectral

range simultaneously, six camera m!rrors and corresponding slx cameras are adopted.

A derotator with three mirrors can be put in front of the fixed slit. Figure l shows

a schematic drawlng of the telescope, spectrographs and bui}ding.

2. LocalSeeing

    For the solar observation, image qualities are affected by refractive inhomo-

geneities in the lower atmosphere which would be caused by the convection from
the heated ground and by wind as well as in the upper atmosphere. Especially,
fiuctuation in the refractive index of the air -that is proportional to the thermal

fiuctuation in the air- is domlnant in the p}ume rislng from the heated ground

due to the solar radiation, but is rather quiet outside the plume. This charac-
teristic is significant when height increases, because such turbulence is mainly due

to mechanical turbulence when the wind shears off tke heated bubble from the
ground. In accordance with the shape and motion of the plume, which is shown
in figure 3, it is clear that the blurring effect of the refractive inhomogeneit2es on

the solar image is significant at lower height. An optlrn!zed he!ght of the telescope

should be decided after observ!ng the thermal fiuctuation at several heights as a point

where the duration of quiet time is reasonably long at a he!ght accessible to us. For

thls purpose, some experiment similar to Lynds (1962) are carried on the obser-
vatory ground (Mitsuda l977). Before that time, pre}iminary experiments to see
the fiows of air over the prcposed sltes with smoke-screen stacked up to 20 m high

were done, and two points are proposed already. Temperatures at 8, l3, I8, 23 and

28 m high are measured with high speed thermal sensors and with the multichannel

data recorder. At 23 m high, the relative humidity and wind velocity are measured

simultaneously. Figure 2 shews a portion of thermal record of temperature var!a-

tion played back to a pen recorder. { tuiet regions, marked as T.Q., clearly become

longer in proportion as an observing point is higher. Figure 3 shows typical figure
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Temperature Ructuation at 8, l3, i8, 23 and 28 m high respectively.
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        O 50              HORIZONTAL DISTANCE{m)

Typical figure ofa PLUMÅí taken at the site No. 2. Horizontal
distanceis estimated from wind velocity C and duration time.
Actual position of the telescope is shown. (After Mitsuda)

ofa plume occurred at the s2te No. 2. At the upper left corner in this figure, the

actual position of the telescope is shown.

    Probabilities of duration time from O to IOsec are calculated from morning
to evening. We define as quiet region where the temperature fluctuation is less
than O.050C. Figure 4 shows the results.

    Nothing to say, a higher posltion should be much suisable for our purpose, but

except for the case of evening, no signlficant difference can be seen between the two

curves of 28 and 23 m high. So, we decided to put the entrance-window at higher
than 23 m above the ground levei.

    Another turbulence would rise from the tower itself. Concrete surfaces in
sunshine are heated and get warming up to higher than 500C. These would excite
new turbulences neighbouring to the entracne-window. Without eiiminating such
type of disturbance, our purposes for building the tower to reduce turbulences from

'the ground could not be accomplished.
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    In order
covered with
paint, and 2)

to reduce this disturbance, 1) passively, concrete surface should be

high reflective stainiess-steel-plates or coated with titan-white (Ti02)

 positively temperature of the surface should be kept as same as the

Fig. 4.
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Probability of duration time from O to 10 sec is calculated at each height frorn
morning to evening. Percentage values of morning, noon and afternoon are shown
from the left to right. Here, as for the thermal quiet region, we defined the reg:,en
where temperature variation is less than O.050C.

Fig. 5. General view of the Domeless Solar Tower Telescope to the East. The tower is
covered with temperature controlled stainless panels. Besides the upper six stages,
buildings are covered with mere stainless steel plates. Neighboring building and
passage-way are coated with titan-white paint.
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air temperature surrounding the tower. Therefore, the tower should be fuIIy cov-

ered with cooling panels as is shown in figure 5. In the figure 6, a typical record

of the temperature ef each panel-section around the tower is shown. Figure 7 is

TemperitureCurvesofeoolingPanelsaroundtheMylo..lter.C03,Aug,1979}
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        concrete tower and of the atmospheric temperature. 5:30 a.rn.; after sunrise,
        temperature goes up gradually, 1 1 :30 a.m. ; circulation of cooled water into the water-
       jackets behind the panels starts, and after few minutes their temperature goes down
        below the atmospheric temperature. Some ofthe panel-planes become over-cooled
       once, but soon all of them are settled within +OOC and -30C, by the function of
       servo-controllers equipped individually.
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Fig. 7. Two traces were taken during the test of the telescope tracking. Signals came from
Reticon sensors put on the limb of the primary solar image. Pen deflection j,s
proportional to the shift of solar limb. Shift consists of slowly changing tracking
error and high frequency seeing noise. Upper trace is of altitude component, and
Iower one is of azimuth component. Left half records shows seeing noise without
cooling and right hand when cooled. Time scale is 1 second/minimum division and
seeing scale is 1"/5 divisions. Cooling effects to reduce amplitude ofseeing.
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a portion of records of tracking error test of the driving. Signals are taken from

two Reticon sensors radially put on the limb ef the prirnary image of the sun. Upper

trace is of the elevation component and lower one is of the azimuthal. Left half
is a record without cooling and right haltd is with cooling. Improvements in re-

ducing the amplitude and in eliminating sharp spike-Iike-pulses due to cooling the

tower can be seen.

3. GregoryTelescope

    The telescope is of alt-azimuth mounted Newton-Gregory configurations. As
shown in figure 8, solar ray enters the BK 7 entrance-window with a free aperture

of 605 mm and thickness of 40 mm. Around free aperture, the edge of the window
is covered with aluminized mosaic quartz-mirrors in order to avoid the heat con-

centration on the edge of the window which resu}ts in the deformation of window

(Ktthne l978). Then ray goes through an entrance pupil with an aperture of 600
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mm until it strikes primary mirror of 633 mm in diameter. The primary is made
of Zerodur and its cell is supported by Invar inside-tube in order to fix the primary

image on tke focal plane defined mechanicaily, where one of the occulting cones or

diaphragms ls put in. A]l other mirrors are also made of Zerodur and free from
tkerrnal distortlon of optics. The primary has a focal length of 3150 mm and forms

so!ar image of about 30 mm in diameter on one end of e}evation axis of the tube,
where a primary gulder and a turret of occulting cones and diaphragms are located.

By insertion of occulting cone of suitable size for the observation at the solar limb,

and by insertion of diaphragm of selected size for the object on the solar disk, super-

fiuous light can be refiected and the greater part of the stray light is eliminated.

All of them are cooled with refrigerated water fiow. Light goes further through a
central hole of Coude mlrror untii it strikes the Gregory secendary mirror of 4•52 mm

in diameter. The composite fecal length is 32, 190 mm and thef-ratio is 53.7. The

Gregory mirror forms a solar image of about 30 cm in diameter at the observing
table on the first fleor of the solar building. About 880/, of total space of light path,

i.e., 28m, from the entyance-window to the exit-window is kept vacua down to
2mmHg by suction. Deforination due to pressure difference at the wlndows a-
mounts to 90 ptm at the center, which resu!ts in defocussing of O.07 mm that cor-
responds wave-front error of 2!leO which is stiil negligible. Total wave-freitt errors

at the secondary image is Al16 (r.m.s.). Linear obscuration by the Newton fiat
mirror and its mouxxtings is O.39. Effective image field is 36'.

4. VerticalV2cuumSpectregraph

    For high dispersion spectrograph, we planned 14m vertical vacuum spectro-
graph. Such a long focal length as 14meters, which is usually limited byf-ratio
and by grating ruled area, was decided according to tlte circumstances that several

kinds of grating,with ru}ed area of 306Å~408 mm2 is easiiy obtained commercially

(L6wen 1972). Czerny-Turnar type optics are enclosed in a l2 m3 vacuum tube.
Its optical configurations are shown in figure 9. Light passes through a UBK 7
mirror-slit whose back side is figured in a field }ens, and threugh stacked filters which

work as order-sorter, and through UBKL 7 entrance-window, whose upper surface
is shaped as a weak negative cylindrical lens. Then'light goes down until it strikes

the colllmator mirror of 405Å~282 mm2. The collimator sends the paraliel light-

bearn of 261 mm ln diameter to the reflection grating and illuminates it uniformly.

The camera m!rror of 532Å~405mm2 lmages a solar spectrttm on the focal plane
through UBI< 7 plane-parallei exlt window. Maximum format size of spectrum
is 5eÅ~250 mm2. By the adaption of cylindrical lens as the entrance-window instead

of adaptloR of eff-axis parabolae to camera mirror and collimator some amount
of astigmatism is reduced. As seen iR figure 10, although asymmetry of distribution

still remains, spot-diagrams at the utmost edge of tke format show that ast2gmatism,

i.e., a diameter of circle of least confusion, is less than 22 ptm. By the way, astig-

matism without a cylindrical lens is 63 ,eLm and with off-axis parabolae is 36 xLm.

The adopted maximum slit height is 50 rnm, bet this spectrograph can serve as a
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Fig. 10. Spot-diagram calculated to the vertical spectrograph with the entrance-window
       shaped in weak cylindrical lens. Left hand diagram is of upper-left hand edge of
       format (250Å~50 mm2) and right hand one is of upper-right hand edge of forrnat.
       Frame size is, from ieft to right, 46 ptm and 18 ptm respectively.

heliograph where l50mm height curved slit is used. Figure
dispersion and grating angle for two type gratings adopted.

11 shows reciprocal
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Fig. 1l. The Vertical vacuum spectfograph is equipped with two gratings of 306Å~408 mm2
   ruledareaandof632grooveslmm. BIazeang}eis15eand560,respectively. Upper
   shows reciprocal dispersion and wave length. Lower shows grating angle and wave
   Iength.

5. KorizentalSpectregraph

    A horizontal spectrograph is accompanied as a complementai instrument to
the vertical spectrograph. A IO m spectrograph is of Czerny-Turnar configurations
of off-plane where a grating is installed at a position of O.45 xfocal-length. Figure

12 shows its configuration. Light that is limited ir} a linear size less than 60 mm
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at slit, with d!aphragm at the prime focus, is refiected by a beam splitter (see figure

8) to the slit through a image-derotator, aRd goes through slit and filters stacked

untii it strikes a collimator mirror of 215mm in diameter. Total focal length of

this collimator is IOm. This collimator sends parallel beam to a selected one of
three gratings installed in a grating turret. The size of ruled area is 154Å~206 mm2.

Diffracted light spreads over six camera-mirrors, each of which forms soiar spectrum

on corresponding camera port of 70 cm wide. For a wide spectral range observa-
tion, when #1 grating is used (Blaze angle: l7027', Grooveslmm: l200), for
example, solar spectrum from 330e A to 690e A is formed on six ports in succession
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with small five gaps between camera mirrors. Because of the limited width
of camera format ofonly 240 mm in width, we get dlscrete spectra due to mechanical

restriction. However, in order to take picture at the actual interesting spectral

ranges, selection of observing mode such as dispersion, grating, its order, grating

angle and positions of camera on ports are practicaily achieved more easily than

expected in p!anning stage. And, spatially wide field wlth 50 mm height slit and

wide spectral range above-stated are more powerful than using ord!naliy Echelle

spectrograph. Figure 13 shows spectral range which can be photographed simul-
taneously.

6. Control

    Systems are controlled by the DEC PDP-•ll/45 computer, which has 32 KW
main core memory and dual drives of RK05 dlsks. Control data are transferred
to the instruments in DMA mode, in 20 Hz for control operations and in 4 Hz for

computat!ons and data displays. Calculations of R.A., Dec., solar diameter, alta-
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zimuth coordinates, atmospheric refraction and others are made one fourth sec.

and data are refreshed in 4Hz. The computer gathers positional iBformation
from absolute encoder at each axis and calculates necessary data, and then transfers

them to each axis to control speed. Three guiders are equipped with the telescope,

i.e., a primary guider neighborlng the prirne focus, and two secondary guiders,
one at the top of the vertical spectrograph and another at the front of the horizontal

spectrograph respectively. Error signal from the primary guider compensate posi-
tion of the telescope itself, and signal from the latter, moves the Coud6 mirror to

set up the irnage position. By changing the position of both guiders remotely, the

solar irnage can be also shifted along with their radial and tangential motions. A

guider consists of two sensors put apart 900 around tke solar limb and can be set

in the directions of polar coordinates or altazimuth coordinates at wiil. Therefore

we can select positions in polar coordinates as well as Cartesian coordinates and
read off the position data referred to center of the sun on display panel. Figure 14

shows function of the motion of the taps, i.e., diode-array sensors, of the guider and

the image position. By shift of one pair of taps of the PG-guider, which usualiy

catches the solar limb and can be moved in two directions of polar coord!nates cen-

tered at the main optical axis, the solar image follows the moving of PG-guider
from previous (O, O) to (ri,Pi). As is shown in figure l4-(a),a dlaphragm can be

introduced at the center. Figure 14-(b) shows simiiar mechanism of SG-guider.
In thls case, corresponding pair of taps catches the lirnb of the image of dlaphragm.

With shifting of SG-guider, center of the diaphragm moves to the point (r2, P2).
Then, coordinates of the solar image at the slit-center are of the polar sum (r, P).

The obseivational mode such as sequential shift of image can be done automatically.

The most important for astronomers is not the system configurations but the sim-

plicities in handling. During the observation, interfaces between solar astronomers

and the telescope are only push-buttons and digital switches in our case.

7. Conclu(lingRemark$

    Manufacturing of the telescope started at Car! Zeiss, Oberkochen, Federal
Republic of Germany, at l975, and at the beginning of 1978, it was delivered to
Hida observatory. Frorn August of the same year, assembling works are carried
on. After nine monthes' effort the te}escope system, buiidings and their auxiliary

equipments are roughly assembled aRd adjusted. Durlng the same period, control
software is developed. On 7th Dec., 1978, first light was introduced to the system,

and then on 26th May, l979, inauguration of Domeless Solar Tower Telescope was
held.

    Test observations, combined with debugging the software and examining the
hardware, proceeded to get fine details of the solar atmospheric structures through

the Ha fiIter. An Ha photograph taken on 14th Attg., 1979 shows fine details of
moustaches, which can be resolved up to O.5". In Ju!y 198e, average seeing condi-
tion of about 1" lasted for two hours, and phenemena of active regions were analyzed

with cinematographic techniques (Kawaguch2 et al. i982). After April I981,
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machinetime is opened to solar astronomers outside our Observatories. An elec-
tronic data acquisition system, SIT-TV, is beeing tested at the focus of the vertical

spectrograph to see the feasibilities 2n place of photography, and systems of a cine-

camera, a high-speed densitometer with image analyzer are now under developing.

    Finally to say, ten years and three thousand million yens are spent to build

a Domeless Solar Tower Telescope system. We believe that this instrument could

make best solar observation in Japan, also is comparable to others built at the best

seeing sites over the world. Ngure l5 shows an Ha photograph taken on 24th
July l981, The spatial resolution would be better than O.3", and is nearly Iimit

of optical resolution. Good seeing conditions and hlgh quality optics would be
a powerfu1 instrument in the field ofsolar physics.
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Fig. 15. Ha photograph taken on24thJuly, 198I. Banclwidth is O.25 A at Ha center, and :patial
      resolution is better than O.3", referring to the slit width of 1".


